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An angler holds a steelhead
caught in mid-February
The Lower Fly Zone
Altmar, NY
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TIPS & TRICKS

STEELHEAD
FISHING

TIPS FOR
CHASING
SALMON RIVER
STEELHEAD
DRESS PROPERLY

Great Lakes weather can shift with little warning,
going from bright bluebird skies to a snow squall in
minutes. Proper layering and cold-weather gear are
key to staying on the water longer, maximizing your
chances at landing steelhead. Waders and waterand wind-resistant jackets are a requirement and
should be worn over warm, breathable layers.

WATCH THE RIVER FLOWS
Most steelhead anglers have specific river flows that
they prefer, but steelhead feed no matter the water
speed. Check the USGS gauge before arrival so
you know what sections to fish and where to avoid.
During high flows wading gets tough. Be safe and
avoid wading past your comfort zone.
FOLLOW US!

THE PILGRIMAGE

for Salmon River steelhead is a
time-honored tradition once the
cool winter temperatures come to Great Lake Ontario’s southeastern shores. After the
salmon run, steelhead pour into the river for the winter, feeding and running upstream
to spawn in the early spring. Unlike the lake’s salmon, steelhead make multiple spawning runs in their lifetimes. The Salmon River’s steelhead season typically runs November-April, depending on the temperatures and river conditions. During these months,
fewer anglers are on the water and fishing pressure diminishes. Early season steelhead
are aggressive and voracious as they pack on the pounds to help carry them through the
winter. As they run upstream, they are the most fun you can have with a fishing rod in
your hand. After spawning in late March and early April, the fish make a 180 degree turn
and head downstream to the cooler waters of Lake Ontario. “Drop-back season,” as it’s
known, is a wonderful time to be on the river, the fish are hungry and aggressive, chasing
down any and all food to regain strength after spawning.

@oswegocountyny

Powerful fighters no matter the season, feeling the thump-thump-thump of a headshaking
10-pound fish will warm any angler’s cold hands, moments before they start chasing their
speeding prize downstream. Steelhead will happily eat a variety of lures, baits, and flies,
which is why they are so beloved and sought after by a diverse group of anglers.
Steelhead have earned the nickname of “the Fish of 1,000 Casts” in many circles, but if
you can find the fish and what they’re feeding on, we’re confident you can make them the
fish of less than 100. Steelheading is not for the faint of heart, they run during the coldest,
harshest months of the year, and solid preparation before your first trip out is absolutely
key to making your adventure memorable for years to come.
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A plan of action can make the difference between
a fruitful SR journey and one spent wondering where
the fish are. Having a plan of action will help you
avoid the headaches and find new water, should
your first spot be crowded or fishless. Having spots in
mind keeps things interesting and will result in a lessstressful SR experience!

FISH LATE
While die-hard anglers swear by the first light and
last light bites, steelhead often don’t warm up and
begin feeding until later in the day, especially during
the depths of winter. Steelhead are lazy fish that aim
to use as little energy as possible when feeding; the
warmer the winter water gets, the more active they
become, taking full advantage to go on the feed.

FISH WITH FRIENDS
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Steelheading is best enjoyed with a crew of friends
around to fill in the gaps between battling fish and to
console you after the one gets away. Bringing friends
along will not only ensure that you have company
on the water but also make sure you always have
someone to make a pizza and wings run while you
hold down your fishing spot!

BRING SNACKS
Staying warm, battling steelhead, and wading are
all far more enjoyable with a full stomach! Keep a
supply of snacks like granola bars and fruit on hand
to keep spirits and energy levels high throughout
your fishing day, or grab some warm grub from one
of the many restaurants lining the river like Millhouse
Market and their legendary sandwiches!

CONSIDER A GUIDE
If this steelhead season is to be your first, the best
way to climb the learning curve is with one of the
river’s many professional steelhead guide services.
No matter what tackle and tactics you prefer, there
is a guide that will put you on plenty of fish. Not only
will their advice land you fish that day, but armed
with that knowledge, you can take on the entirety of
the Salmon River steelhead run!

STEELHEAD or RAINBOW TROUT?

S

teelhead are migratory, spending a majority of their lives in large
bodies of water like the ocean or Lake Ontario and returning to
freshwater tributaries to spawn. Although they are a sub-species of
Rainbow Trout, Steelhead grow larger and more powerful than their
resident cousins.
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MAKE A PLAN

WINTER
FISHING
ONLY 30 MIN. FROM PULASKI

The mighty Oz, as it’s lovingly
referred to by the waders and
the wall anglers. The fishable
section begins at the outflow of
the dam and runs until it meets
the lake. Once the steelhead
begin running up this tributary,
they’ll stack by the dam and in
the various holes and pockets.
Along the river’s western
bank, an accessible, handrail
walkway, dubbed “The Wall”
by enthusiasts, creates easy
access for any and all who
wish to try their hand at fooling
the river’s steelies. When flows
permit, the river can be waded,
but it’s required that you wear a
PFD. For gear anglers, perhaps
the best way to fish this river
is by hiring a guide to run you
up on their boat, opening up
tons of fishable water, and
opportunities at all the running
species found in Lake Ontario.
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PHOTO FEATURE

WATCH OUR FISHING PLAYLIST ON YOUTUBE

@OSWEGOCOUNTYTOURISM

THE BOVINES, ALTMAR NY

WINTER
CHROME
The Bovines are hallowed
ground on the river. Here, the
Salmon River spreads out into
deep braided channels and
the river takes on an entirely
different personality with steep,
wooded banks creating a
canopy over the water. During
the winter, the steelhead take
full advantage of the low light
to fill the section without worry
of being spotted from above.
Using the undercut wooded
banks for shelter, steelhead
pack into the deep waters to
feed and hold.

DRIFT BOAT FISHING FOR THE WIN!

B

ooking a drift boat trip is easily the best way to explore every mile of the wild Salmon River. Fishing from a boat
gives you access to less pressured sections of the river and you’ll stay warm and dry floating above the water’s
surface. Listen to your guide, and your sure to learn some of the nuances of Steelhead angling that will help you
immensely the next time you set out to chase these incredible fish!
MORE INFO AT: VISITOSWEGOCOUNTY.COM/CHARTERS-GUIDES
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This section can be accessed
on foot, but is perhaps best
enjoyed on the bow of your
guide’s drift boat. As you float
beneath the snowy canopy,
keep an eye on your line and
be ready to wrestle a steelhead
off the bank and into the net.
In the intimate channels, an
exciting close-quarters battle is
sure to ensue.
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